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Iran tour in style (10 days)
Walk on the earth of the hottest place on the earth in Shahdad desert, admire the Persian heritage by visiting
precious pieces in Iran Jewellery Museum, learn about Zoroastrianism as one of the oldest religions in the
world in Yazd, explore traditional Iranian houses in Kashan, marvel at the Persian Islamic heritage in Royal
highlights:
mosque of Isfahan, gaze at the melting pot of Ancient world's art and architecture at Achaemenid Persepolis,
watching night stars in the clear sky of Iranian desert right in Zeinoddin caravanserai on the main Silk road,
stay overnight at the luxurious hotel in Isfahan once being a busy Caravanserai and idle in its garden!
Iran tour in style is literally exploring Iran in full luxury and style. It gives you the chance to visit Iran on a guided tour, meet
Iranians around, do sightseeing,
learn about Persian culture and history and enjoy Iranian hospitality. You will have all these activities with our top services.

Itinerary

Day 1-2
Tehran
Day 3
Shiraz
Day 4
Shiraz
Day 5

See Iran National museum and get amazed at its priceless pieces, spend your time in the
busiest Bazaar in Iran and maybe sip some tea in a nice tea-house. Discover the eye-catching
precious collection of Jewels of Iranian 2500 years of Monarchy in the Iran Jewels museum.
Fly to Shiraz in the morning and after the hotel check-in head to the Zand complex including
the castle, gardens and mosque to get a sense of Shiraz as a capital 250 years ago.
Drive to Persepolis and Necropolis (Naghshe Rostam) and Unearth the ruins of Persepolis as a
world heritage. Meet warm Iranians in Hafez tomb reciting his poems.
Drive to Isfahan on the way visiting Nain and its historic Jame mosque.

Isfahan

Day 6
Isfahan

Day 7

Get acquainted with the historic Royal square of Isfahan registered as a world heritage. Visit
picturesque Royal mosque, Sheikh-Lotfollah mosque. Ponder on the breathtaking Armenian
Vank church In Isfahan and marvel around Isfahan Armenian quarter, Jolfa. Stroll aside Isfahan
river and admire the masters who built several bridges over it through the history.

Today is at leisure.

Isfahan
Day 8

Drive to Kashan. On the way visit Abyaneh as one of the oldest villages in Iran and meet its
people who still speak old Persian and wear beautiful costumes.

Abyaneh/Kashan
Day 9
Kashan
Day 10
Tehran

Welcome Iran!

Get an insight into Iranian traditional houses by visiting Tabatabai and Boroojerdiha houses.
Tread in Fin gardens of Kashan and once again praise Persian garden designers. Taste Iranian
food at the cooking class hosted by a local family.
Drive to Tehran. Imam International Airport / Hotel

